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ccelerate your cloud journey
with Trifork Cloud PoC
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Trifork is a certified Microsoft Azure partner who supports your team
during your migration journey to the cloud. By consulting on solutions
Deliverables:

based on proven methodologies and best practices we accelerate
deployments and ensure success with your Azure projects. Gain

Artificial intelligence workshop

first-hand experience with cloud solutions, familiarize yourselves with
required deployment activities and understand next steps for future

Use case analysis and comparison

application migrations.

Executive summary & next steps

Your cloud journey with Trifork

Target Audience:

Cloud Assessment

Cloud / IT architect

Gain a better understanding of cloud solution, what the requirements for

CTO, CIO, Head of IT, IT responsible

moving to the cloud are and identify a concept of business needs, feasibility
and relevant architecture. Review insights from the workshop and next steps for

AI & machine learning responsible

proceeding with a cloud solution.
Time frame: 3 days

Pricing:

Cloud Migration

Move an application to your cloud in under a week during an intensive,

Pricing will be agreed between the

-

hands on workshop to quickly set up the foundation of your cloud architecture
and migrate a first workload.

customer and Trifork

We analyze and target an example application

with parameters relevant for a standard migration.
Time frame:

Cloud

5 days

Plan

Kick off your new cloud project with a focus on the foundational setup and
technical design. Conduct technical analytics setup for big data environments.

Work through more complex migration, address specific business cases and
architectural needs.
Time frame:

Cloud

2 months

Deploy

Trifork provides migration advisory services to help implement the deployment
plan via a performance of technical validation and measurement against
metrics. Advisory will also lead to regular technical status meetings.

Ongoing
Cloud

Optimization
j

Continue your cloud ourney with more managed cloud services, transform to

-

z

z

cloud native applications or look for cost optimi ations. Review and summari e
key decisions, dependencies and issues and identify next steps for an extensive

j

cloud pro ect. Involve your technical team, end users and decision makers.

Ongoing
Training

z

Trifork will support you and your organi ations adopting new technologies,
behaviors and team cultures. Address all end users in your team and adapt to
new ways of working to get the most out of your technology investment.

Ongoing

Get in touch with us for more
information about the PoC.
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